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CHAPTER ONE 

"In the future, people will spend less time trying to get technology 
to work . .. because it will just be seamless. It will just be there. 

1he Web will be everything, and it will also be nothing. 
It will be like electricity . ... If we get this right, I believe we 

can fix all the world's problems. " 
-ERIC SCHMIDT 

"'Solutionism' [interprets] issues as puzzles to which there is a 
solution, rather than problems to which there may be a response. " 

-GILLES PAQUET 

"1he overriding question, What might we build tomorrow?' 
blinds us to questions of our ongoing responsibilitfes 

for what we built yesterday. " 
-PAUL DOURISH AND SCOrf D. MAINWARING 

H ave you ever peeked inside a friend's trash can? I have. 
And even though I've never found anything worth 
reporting-not to the KGB anyway-I've always felt 

guilty about my insatiable curiosity. Trash, like one's sex life or 
temporary eating disorder, is a private affair par excellence; the less 
said about it, the better. While Mark Zuckerberg insists that all 
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activi,ties get be~!~r\Vhen ~~'Jormed soci~ly,it seems that throwi~g 
away: inegarbage" would forever remain'~n excep~ion-one un as
sailabldbastion of individll'ality toresist Zuckerberg's tyranny of 
tli~ sociaL 

';.:W~ll,' this exception is no more: BinCam, a new project from 
re~e~f~h~rs in B~itain andgermany, seeks to modernize how we 
d~~\~Tith'trash bymakingo'i!f bins smarter and-you guessed it
more social. Here is how it works: The bin's inside lid is equipped 
with a tiny smartphone that snaps a photo every time someone 
closes it-all of this, of course, in order to document what exactly 
you have just thrown away. A team of badly paid humans, recruited 
through Amazon' sMe~hanical Turk system, then evaluates each 
photo.'%at is the tQtal numper of items in the picture? How many 
ofthell1:arer~cyclable? How many are food items? After this data 
is ~ttached'to the photo, it's uploaded to. the bin owner's Facebook 
account, ,where it.can also be, shared with otheriisers. Once such 
sm~nbin~ are installed in milltiple households, BinCam creators 
hop~, Facebook~an be us~dtoturn recycling into a game-like ex~ 
citing'corripetitio'n. A weeklyscoreiscalcul~tedfo'r each bin, and 
as theamountsoffood w~teand recyclable m:at~rials in the bins 
decrease,hous~~olds earng31d bars and leaves. Whoever wins the 
most bars ~d tree'ldaves; wins. Mission accomplish~d; planet saved! 

'·Now~ereinthe~cademibpaper that a~companies the BinCam 
presen:tation d() tne'researchers raise any doubts about the ethics 
oftheir'luidoubtedlywell':ineiming project:.S.holll~ we get one set 
of citizens to do the right thing by getdng'another set of citizens 
to spy on them? Should wel!ltroduce gameiiicen~ives into a process 
that has previously workedthro'ugh appeals to '~ne' s duties and ob
ligations? Could the"~good!less'Z of ons'se.nvironmental behavior 
be accurately quantified,""'~thtree leaves ~Ild goidBars? Should it 
be quantified in isolation·frorri~ther e~erYdayactivities? Is it okay 
not to recycle if one doesn't drive? Will greater public surveillance 
of one' s tras~ ~ins lead to ~11 !ncrease in ec?:vigila~tism? Will par
ticip,~nts,~i?pd()i,rigthe right thing if their Facebook friends are 
no 10l}ger' watching? 

Qllestions, questions. The trash bin might seem like the most 
mundane of artifacts, and yet it's infused with philosophical puzzles 
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and dilemmas. It's embedded in a world of complex human prac
tices, where even tiny adjustments to seemingly inconsequential 
acts might lead to profound changes in our behavior. It very well 
may be that, by optimizing our behavior locally (Le., getting people 
to recycle with the help of games and increased peer surveillance), 
we'll end up with suboptimal behavior globally, that is, once the 
right incentives are missing in one simple environment, we might 
no longer want to perform our civic duties elsewhere. One local 
problem might be solved-but only by triggering several global 
problems that we can't recognize at the moment. 

A project like BinCam would have been all but impossible fif
teen years ago. First, trash bins had no sensors that could take photos 
and upload them to sites like Facebook; now, tiny smartphones 
can do all of this on the cheap. Amazon didn't have an army of bored 
freelancers who could do virtually any job as long as they received 
their few pennies per hour. (And even those human freelancers might 
become unnecessary once automated image-recognition software 
gets better.) Most importantly, there was no way for all our friends 
to see the contents of our trash bins; fifteen years ago, even our 
personal websites wouldn't get the same level of attention from 
our acquaintances-our entire "social graph," as the geeks would 
put it-that our trash bins might receive from our Facebook friends 
today. Now that we are all using the same platform-Facebook
it becomes possible to steer our behavior with the help of social 
games and competitions; we no longer have to save the environment 
at our own pace using our own unique tools. There is power in 
standardization! 

These two innovations-that more and more of our life is now 
mediated through smart sensor-powered technologies and that our 
friends and acquaintances can now follow us anywhere, making it 
possible to·create new types of incentives-will profoundly change 
the work of social engineers, policymakers, and many other do
gooders. All will be tempted to exploit the power of these new tech
niques, either individually or in combination, to solve a particular 
problem, be it obesity, climate change, or congestion. Today we 
already have smart mirrors that, thanks to complex sensors, can 
track and display our pulse rates based on slight variations in the 
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brightn~s'sofour faces; so~~,~e'll have mirrors that, thanks to 

th.dr.abilitY't~ tap lnto o~r "social graph," will nudge us to lose 
weight"~ecaw,ei~~ l~okpudgier than most of our Facebook friends. 

"Or considei'a prototype teapot built by British designer-cum
ac'ti~ist Chris Adams. The teapot comes with a small orb that can 
e~t,her glo\V green (fi.1aking tea is okay) or red (perhaps you should 
wait); What determines the coloring? Well, the orb, with the help 
of some easily available open-source hardware and software, is con
nected to a site called Can I Turn It On? (http://www.caniturnit 
on.com), which, every minute or so, queries Britain's national grid 
for aggregate power-usage statistics. If the frequency figure returned 
by the site is higher than, the, baseline of 50 h~rtz, the orb glows 
green; 'if lower, red. The goal here is toprovideadditioA~ informa
tion. for responsible'teapot use. But i(seasyto i~agine how such 
logic can be extended mllc:h,m,uchfurther, BinCamstyle.WhY, 
for example,not reward pe~plewith virtual, Facebook-comP:itible 
points fornot using the teapot in the times of high electricity usage? 
Or why not puriishthose who~isregard the teapot's warnings~bout 
high usage by publicizing diei;i~responsibility :imong their,~ace
book friends?Si~cial~ngineers have never had so many opti~ns at 
thei(disposal. "0"',' .~ ,', " ' 

';'Sens()r~ a.Ione,'",ithouEanY,connection to social networks or 
datareposii:(}:i~s,ca~'doqu.ite a lot these days. The elderly, for ex
ample,mig~t~ppreciate sma!! carpets ,and smart bells that can de
tectwhensomeone has falle~'overand inform others. Even trash 
bi~s can be smartin a~~irdiffei~ni way. Thus, a stan"-~p with the 
charming nari1e,of!3igBellySoJ~r hopes to revolutionize trash col
lecting by makillg solar-P2w~r~dbinsthat, thanks to built-in sensors, 
can'inforrri.W'~stemanagers, (}f their current capacity and predict 
when' theyw()uld need to.be~ri1ptied.This, in turn, can optimize 
trash.:collection.iolltesandsavefu.el. The city of Philadelphia has 
been experimenting withsudi hins since 2009; as a result, it cut 
its center garbage.:col1ectingso~ties from 17 to 2.5 times a week 
and redtis~dth~pum~er of stalf from thirty-three to just seventeen, 
bringing i):l$990,000 in savi~gs in just one year. 

'Likewise, city officials in Boston have been testing Street Bump, 
an elaborate app that relies on accelerometers, the now ubiquitous 
motion detectors found in many smartphones, to map out potholes 
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on Boston's roads. The driver only has to turn the app on and start 
driving; the smartphone will do the rest and communicate with the 
central server as necessary. Thanks to a series of algorithms, the app 
knows how to recognize and disregard manhole covers and speed 
bumps, while diligently recording the potholes. Once at least three 
drivers have reported bumps in the same spot, the bump is recognized 
as a pothole. Likewise, Google relies on GPS-enabled Android phones 
to generate live information about traffic conditions: once you start 
using its map and disclose your location, Google knows where you 
are and how fast you are moving. Thus, it can make a good guess as 
to how bad the road situation is, feeding this information back into 
Google Maps for everyone to see. These days, it seems, just carrying 
your phone around might be an act of good citizenship. 

The Will to Improve Oust About Everything!) 

That smart technology and all of our social connections (not to 
mention useful statistics like the real-time aggregate consumption 
of electricity) can now be "inserted" into our every mundane act, 
from throwing away our trash to making tea, might seem worth 
celebrating, not scrutinizing. Likewise, that smartphones and social
networking sites allow us to experiment with interventions impos
sible just a decade ago seems like a genuinely positive development. 
Not surprisingly, Silicon Valley is already awash with plans forim'" 
proving just about everything under the sun: politics, citizens, pub.;. 
lishing, cooking. 

Alas, all too often, this never-ending quest to ameliorate--:-<>r 
what the Canadian anthropologist Tania Murray Li, writing ina 
very different context, has called "the will to imprmTe"-· is short
sighted and only perfunctorily interested in the activity for which 
improvement is sought. Recasting all complex social situations 
either as neatly defined problems with definite, computablesolu
tions or as transparent and self-evident processes that can be easily 
optimized-if only the right algorithms are in place!-thisquesi 
is likely to have unexpected consequences that could eventually 
cause more damage than the problems they seek to address. 

I call the ideology that legitimizes and sanctions such aspirations 
"solutionism." I borrow this unabashedly pejorative term from the 
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· . .£!orldof ~;~hitect~re and urban planning, where it has come to 
refertoan urihe<Jthy preoccupation with sexy, monumental, and 
· iiarrow~'mindedsolutions-the kind of stuff that wows audiences 
'it TED Confe~eI1.ces-to problems that are extremely complex, 
'fluid, and contentious. These are the kinds of problems that, on 
~reful examination, do not have to be defined in the singular and 
ill-encompassing ways that "solutionists" have defined them; what's 
contentious, then, is not their proposed solution but their very 
definition of the problem itself. Design theorist Michael Dobbins 
has it right: solutionism presumes rather than investigates the prob
lems that it is trying to solve, reaching "for the answer before the 
questions have been fully ask~d." How problems are composed 
matters evety.bitasmuch as h~v.V problems are resolved. 

Solutionism,thus,isnot just a fancy way of saying that for 
someone with a hammer, everything looks like a nail; it's not just 
anotherJiff on·tli~inapplicability of "technological fixes" to "wicked 

· problems"(a. subject I address at length in 1he Net Delusion). It's 
.'. riot only that pan.y problems are not suited to the quick-and-easy 
solutionisttool.kit. It's also that what many solutionists presume 

" i~ be "problems" !"u need of solving are not problems at all; a deeper 
investigation into the very nature of these "problems" would reveal 
thatthei~efficiency, ambiguity, and opacity-whether in politics 
oi'evefyd~y life "'that the newly empowered geeks and solutionists 
are rallyingagain.st are not in any sense problematic. Quite the op-

· posite:these vice~ ~re often virtlles in disguise. That, thanks to in
novative technol~gies, the modern-day solutionist has an easy way 
toelimillatetheth does not make them any less virtuous . 
. ·ltmaYSseemthat a critique of solutionism would, by its very 

antireforrnist bi~s,. be the prerogative of the conservative. In fact, 
'mahyofthe anrisolutionist jibes throughout this book fit into the 
tripartitetaxon.oinyof reactionary responses to social change so 

. skillfuIlyoutlinedby the social theorist Albert Hirschman. In his 
inHu'~nticil b.oolc1h,e Rhetoric of Reaction, Hirschman argued that all 
progressive reforms usually attract conservative criticisms that build 
on one of the following three themes: perversity (whereby the pro
posed intervention only worsens the problem at hand), futility 
(whereby the intervention yields no results whatsoever), and jeop-
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ardy (where the intervention threatens to undermine some previous, 
hard-earned accomplishment). 

Although I resort to all three of these critiques in the pages that 
follow, my overall project does differ from the conservative resistance 
studied by Hirschman. I do not advocate inaction or deny that 
many (though not all) of the problems tackled by solutionists
from climate change to obesity to declining levels of trust in the 
political system-are important and demand immediate action 
(how exactly those problems are composed is, of course, a different 
matter; there is more than one way to describe each). But the ur
gency of the problems in question does not automatically confer 
legitimacy upon a panoply of new, clean, and efficient technological 
solutions so in vogue these days. My preferred solutions-or, rather, 
responses-are of a very different kind. 

It's also not a coincidence that my critique of solutionism bears 
some resemblance to several critiques of the numerous earlier efforts 
to put humanity into too tight a straitjacket. Today's straitjacket 
might be of the digital variety, but it's hardly the first or the tightest. 
While the word "solutionism" may not have been used, many im
portant thinkers have addressed its shortcomings, even if using dif
ferent terms and contexts. I'm thinking, in particular, ofIvan Illich's 
protestations against the highly efficient but dehumanizing systems 
of professional schooling and medicine, Jane Jacobs's attacks on 
the arrogance of urban planners, Michael Oakeshott's rebellion 
against rationalists in all walks of human existence, Hans Jonas's 
impatience with the cold comfort of cybernetics; and, more re
cently, James Scott's concern with how states have forced what he 
calls "legibility" on their subjects. Some might add Friedrich 
Hayek's opposition to central planners, with their inherent knowl
edge deficiency, to this list. 

These thinkers have been anything but homogenous in their po
litical beliefs; Ivan Illich, Friedrich Hayek, Jane Jacobs, and Michael 
Oakeshott would make a rather rowdy dinner party. But these 
highly original thinkers, regardless of political persuasion, have 
shown that their own least favorite brand of solutionist-be it 
Jacobs's urban planners or Illich's professional educators-have a 
very poor grasp not just of human nature but also of the complex 
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practices that trus nature begets an(fth~y~on. It'sas if the solution
. is,ts have never lived a life of their own but learned everything they 
' .. know fro~ b~oks-:-and those bo~ks~eren'tnovels but manuals for 
.: refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, and;Washin'g ~achines. 

ThomaS Molnar, a conservative philosopher who, for his smart 
':rnd veheme~t critique of technologiCaIutopianism written in the 
early 1960s, also deserves a place on the ~ntisolutionist pantheon, 
put it really well when he complained 'that "wIlen the utopian writ
ers deal with work, health, leisure, life expectancy, war, crimes, cul
ture, administration, finance, judges arid so on, it is as if their words 
were uttered by an automaton with no conception of real life. The 
reader has the uncomfortable feeling of walking in a dreamland of 
abstractions; surrounded by lifeless objeCts; he manages to identify 
them ina vague way, but;on closer inspection, he sees that they 
d()not r(!~lly conforni to anrthing fam!liarinshape, color, volume, 
orsound."·Dreamlands of abstractions area dime a dozen these 
days; whatw()r~ in Palo.Al1:0 is assuIJ1ecl..t:~'~~rk in Penang. 

'...... . It's not that solutions proposed are u,nlikely to work but that, 
.' in s?lvingthe"problem,"solutiollistst~ist itjn.such an ugly and 
'Wifamiliirwayiliat~ by th~ time it is "solv~d," th~problem becomes 

. something else e~ltirely. Everyone is quick t()celebrate victory, only 
noollerem(!I11bers.~hat the original solution sought to achieve . 

. • ·The baIlYho,<>,.,over tl1e potential of new technologies to disrupt 
.education·· •. espedally nO'Y:that severalstart~ups. offer online courses 

.... tollundredS of thousands of students:'Wlio:graqe, each other's work 
and get no face time withinstructors--is, a caSe in point. Digital 
technoll:)gi~sl!light bea perfect soluti~'n'to sO,me problems, but 

'those problems don't inclllde educatio~.not if by education we 
ineant~edevelopment of the skillstothinkcritically about any 
given issue. Online resources might help.st~4el1ts learn plenty of 
'n~ facti (or "facts, " in case, they don't cross-check what they learn 

:on:Wikipedia),bllt such filst,cranitriing.is,<l faFcry from what uni
versitiesaspireto teach their stude~ts:C,"·' '. 
; ," As Pamela Hie~onymi, a professd; of philosophy at the University 
ofCaHfornia, Los Angeles (UClA), points out in an important essay 
on the myths of online learning, "Education is not the transmission 
of information or ideas. Education is the training needed to make 
use of information and ideas. As information breaks loose from book-
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stores and libraries and floods onto computers and mobile devices, 
that training becomes more important, not less." Of course, there 
are plenty of tools for increasing one's digital literacy, but those tools 
go only so far; they might help you to detect erroneous information, 

. but they won't organize your thoughts into a coherent argument. 
Adam Falk, president of Williams College, delivers an even 

more powerful blow against solutionism in higher education when 
he argues that it would be erroneous to pretend that the solutions 
it peddles are somehow compatible with the spirit and goals of the 
university. Falk notes that, based on the research done at Williams, 
the best predictor of students' intellectual success in college is not 
their major or GPA but the amount of personal, face-to-face contact 
they have with professors. According to Falk, averaging letter 
grades assigned by five random peers-as at least one much-lauded 
start-up in this space, Coursera, does-is not the "educational 
equivalent of a highly trained professor providing thoughtful eval
uation and detailed response." To pretend that this is the case, in
sists Falk, "is to deny the most significant purposes of education, 
and to forfeit its true value." 

Here we have a rather explicit mismatch between the idea of 
education embedded in the proposed set of technological solutions 
and the time-honored idea of education still cherished at least by 
some colleges. In an ideal ~orld, of course, both visions can coexist 
and prosper simultaneously. However, in the world we inhabit, 
where the administrators are as cost-conscious as ever, the approach 
that produces the most graduates per dollar spent is far more likely 
to prevail, the poverty of its intellectual vision notwithstanding. 
Herein lies one hidden danger of solutionism: the quick fixes it 
peddles do not exist in a political vacuum. In promising almost 
immediate and much cheaper results, they can easily undermine 
support for more ambitious, more intellectually stimulating, but 
also more demanding reform projects. 

Kooks and Cooks 

Once we leave the classroom and enter the kitchen, the limita
tions of solutionism are delineated in even sharper colors. Political 
philosopher Michael Oakeshott, conservative that he was, particularly 
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lik;demphasizing that cooki~g, like science or politics, is a very 
complex set of (mostly invisible) practices and traditions that guide 
us in preparing our meals. "It might be supposed that an ignorant 
man, some edible materials, and a cookery book compose together 

,.the necessities of a self-moved (or concrete) activity called cooking. 
; Butnothing is further from the truth," he wrote in his 1951 essay 
"Political Education." Rather, for Oakeshott the cookery book is 

,,"nothing more than an abstract of somebody's knowledge of how 
to cook; it is the stepchild, not the parent of the activity." "A cook," 
he wrote in another essay, "is not a man who first has a vision of 
a pie and then tries to make it; he is a man skilled in cookery, and 
both his projects and his achievements spring f~omthat skill." 
"'. Oakeshott'didri't muchfearthat our cooking habits would be 
destfoyedby.the pr9liferationof culinaryliteriture; interpreting 
that literaiurew<lS only p~ssiDle~ithin arich traditionofcooking, 
soperusing'suCl1h~okS II1ighteven strengthen one's appreciation 
oftheculinaryj~~lt#re. Or, as he himself put it, "the book speaks 
only.io those",ho know already the kind of thing to expect from 
it and conseqll:ently.how'to interpret it." He was not against using 
t~ebook;' rather,,h~ took issue with people who thought that the 
b09k~[ather th~n the tradition that produced it-was the main 
a,cio~Ile~~. Whatever rules, recipes, and algorithms the book con
~~inea;jaH of thep made sense only when interpreted and applied 
.within thecooking tradition." . 

. F9rOakes,hott,the ~()ok~ookwas the end (or an output), not 
the, sta:t (oc,al1 inlmt),. of tha.i tradition. An argument against ra
tionalists''Who refused to ackl18wledge the importance of practices 
and'tiaditions~rat~er than ~~elebration of cookery books, it's a 
surprisingly llP,be,a(moment'in Oakeshott's thought. However, 
o~e ci~'0!1ly,:"onder if O#eshott would need to revise his judg
ment today, flow;that cooking books have been replaced with the 
kinds of sophisticated gadgetry that would have Buckminster Fuller, 
the archso.luti9nist;\yho'neVerstopped fantasizing about the perfect 
kitche~, brinuning with envy. 
~., ~ar~doxic~lly, as technologies get smarter, the maneuvering 

.. ,:space for interpretation-what Oakeshott thought would bring 
'. cooks in touch with the world of practices and traditions-begins 

to shrink and potentially disappear entirely. New, smarter tech-
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nologies make it possible to finally position, as it were, the cookery 
book's instructions outside the tradition; almost no knowledge is 
required to cook with their help. Today's technologies are no longer 
dumb, passive appliances. Some of them feature tiny, sophisticated 
sensors that "understand"-if that's the right word-what's going 
on in our kitchens and attempt to steer us, their masters, in the 
right direction. Here is modernity in a nutshell: We are left with 
possibly better food but without the joy of cooking. 

British magazine New Scientist recently covered a few such 
solutionist projects. Meet Jinna Lei, a computer scientist at the 
University of Washington who has built a system in which a cook 
is monitored by several video cameras installed in the kitchen. 
These cameras are clever: they can recognize the depth and shape 
of objects in their view and distinguish between, say, apples and 
bowls. Thanks to this benign surveillance, chefs can be informed 
whenever they have deviated from their chosen recipe. Each object 
has a number of activities associated with it-you don't normally 
boil spoons or fry arugula-and the system tracks how well the 
current activity matches the object in use. "For example, if the sys
tem detects sugar pouring into a bowl containing eggs, and the 
recipe does not call for sugar, it could log the aberration," Lei told 
New Scientist. 

To improve the accuracy of tracking, Lei is also considering 
adding a special thermal camera that would identify the user's hands 
by body heat. The quest here is to turn the modern kitchen into a 
temple of modern-day T aylorism, with every task tracked, analyzed, 
and optimized. Solutionists hate making errors and love sticking 
to algorithms. That cooking thrives on failure and experimentation, 
that deviating from recipes is what creates culinary innovations 
and pushes a cuisine forward, is discarded as whimsical and irrel
evant. For many such well-meaning innovators, the context of the 
practice they seek to improve doesn't matter-not as long as effi
ciency can be increased. As a result, chefs are imagined not as au
tonomous virtuosi or gifted craftsmen but as enslaved robots who 
should never defy the commands of their operating systems. 

Another project mentioned in New Scientist is even more de
grading. A group of computer scientists at Kyoto Sangyo University 
in Japan is trying to marry the logic of the kitchen to the logic of 
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, "a~gmented r~aiity"-th~~~ term for infusing oureverydai en
, "vironment~thsmart techflologies. (Think of Quick Response Codes 
, th~lt ciniJe~~ned with 'a smartphone to unlock adqitional infor
>,t',Ination or of the upcoming goggles from Google's Project Glass, 
. "\vhich use d~ta streams to' enhance your visual field.) To this end, 

:the Japanese researchers have mounted cameras and projectors on 
the kitchen's ceiling so that they can project instructions-in the 
'form of arrows, geometric shapes, and speech bubbles guiding the 
cook through each step---right onto the ingredients. Thus, if you are 
about to cut a fish, the system will project a virtual knife and mark 
where exactly that it ought to cut into the fish's body. And there's 

. also a tiny physical robot that sits on the countertop.ThankS to the 
cameras; it can 'sense cl1aiyou've stopped touching the ing~edi~nts 
and inquire if you want tomove on to the next step inthe recipe. 

Now, what exactly is "atigmented" about such a reality? It 
may ~e augment~d technol(}gically, but it also seem~, diminished 
in,'tellect~alIY"A:tbest, wea~e, left with "augmented diminished re
al~t}r<~,so~tgeeks stubb<>.~~ly refuse to recognize that challenges 
and obstacles-" which mig~tinclude initial ignorance of the right 
waytocu~.thefish-enh~nce· rather than undermine the human 
condi~ion.;:rg make cooki~g easier is not necessarily to augment 
it-" quit~the'"opposite. To subject it fully to the debilitating logic 
of efficieng: isto deprive huIilans of the ability to achieve mastery 
inthis 'activitY, to make hur;an flourishing impossible and to im
poverish'ourlives/A mor(appropriate soluti0Il here would not 
makecookinglessdeman~ing but make its rituals less rigid and 
perhaps even' more challellgirig.· . ' .. : 

;'This isnota snobbish defense of the sanctified' traditions of 
cooking·In a world where only a select few could mas~er the tricks 
of thetrade,such"augIIlented" kitch(!ns wouldprob~bly be wel
come;ifonly for their prom!s~t()~einocratizeaccess' to this art. 
But this is not.the world .weinha?ii:detailed recipes~nd instruc
tionalvideos on,.how to co~k,themost exquisite dish have never 
'been,~as,ierto~nd on Google. Do we really need a robot-not to \ 
mention surveillance cameras above our heads-to cook that stuffed 

. 'turl~~y or 'roast that lamb? 
Besides, it's not so hard to predict where such progress would 

lead: once inside our kitchens, these data-gathering devices would 
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never leave, developing new, supposedly unanticipated functions. 
First, we'd install cameras in our kitchens to receive better instruc
tions, then food and consumer electronics companies would tell 
us that they'd like us to keep the cameras to improve their products, 
and, finally, we'd discover that all our cooking data now resides on 
a server in California, with insurance companies analyzing just how 
much saturated fat we consume and adjusting our insurance pre
miums accordingly. Cooking abetted by smart technology could 
be a Trojan horse opening the way for far more sinister projects. 

None of this is to say that technology cannot increase our plea
sure from cooking-and not just in terms of making our food 
tastier and healthier. Technology, used with some imagination and 
without the traditional solutionist fetishism of efficiency and per
fection, can actually make the cooking process more challenging, 
opening up new vistas for experimentation and giving us new ways 
to violate the rules. Compare the impoverished culinary vision on 
offer in New Scientist with some of the fancy gadgetry embraced 
by the molecular gastronomy movement. From thermal immersion 
circulators for cooking at low temperature to printers with edible 
paper, from syringes used to produce weird noodles and caviar to 
induction cookers that send magnetic waves through metal pans, 
all these gadgets make cooking more difficult, more challenging, 
and more exciting. They can infuse any aspiring chef with great 
passion for the culinary ans-much more so than surveillance cam
eras or instruction-spewing robots. 

Strict adherence to recipes can produce predictable, albeit tasty, 
dishes-and occasionally this is just what we want. But such stan
dardization can also make our kitchens as exciting as McDonald's 
franchises. Celebrating innovation for its own sake is in bad taste. 
For technology truly to augment reality, its designers and engineers 
should get a better idea of the complex practices that our reality is 

composed of. 
As the molecular gastronomy example illustrates, to reject so

lutionism is not to reject technology. Nor is it to abandon all hope 
that the world around us can be ameliorated; technology could and 
should be part of this project. To reject solution ism is to transcend 
the narrow-minded rationalistic mind-set that recasts every instance 
of an efficiency deficit-like the lack of perfect, comprehensive 
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instr~ctions in the kitchen-'-aS an obs~ade that needsto be over
come. There are oth~r, more fruitful, more humanistic, aIld more 
responsible ways to think ~bout technology's roleiriena?ling hu
man 'flourishing, but solutionists are unlikely to grasp them unless 
they complicate their dangerously reductionist account of ~e hu-
man condition. ~ 'q 

Pasteur and Zynga 

I'll be the first to acknowledge that the problems posed by solu
tionism are not in any sense new; as already noted, generations of 
earlier thinkers have already addressed many related pit:falls and 
pathologies. And yet I fed thatweare living through a resurgeIlce 
of a very particular modernkindof solutionism: T 6day the most 
passio~ate solutionistsareJ:lotto be found incityhalls:~n,dYgov
ernmellt ministries;rather,ihey are to befound in'S!licon V~ley, 
trying'to take the'lessons they have learned from "th~ Int~rnet"
and there's neverbeen a more deceptively didactic source of great 
lessons about "life,'theuniverse and everything" (t()"use Douglas 
Adams' s memora~le phrase}-;:-and put them into practice in various 
civic initiatives arid, plans t'O fix the bugs of humanity. 

Why the scare quotes around "the Internet"? In the afterword 
to my first book, The Net Delusion, I made what I now believe to 
be one of its main/even if§verlooked,points: the physical infra
structure we know ,as "the.I~ternet" be~rs very little resemblance 
to th,e mythical "Internet"-':the one thai reportedly brought down 
the 'governments ofT unisiaaIld Egypt and is supposedly destroying 
our~rains-thatliesai tll~:'c~nter of our public debates. The in
frastructure and design of thi~network of networks do playa certain 
role in sanctioning r,nany'c>f these myths-for example, the idea 
that .::the Internet': is resistap,t to censorship comes from the unique 
qualities of its packer:-swiiching communication mechanism-but 
"the Internet" that)s th~b~me of public debates also contains 
many other stories and narratives-about innovation, surveillance, 
capitalism-that have little to do with the infrastructure per se. 

French philosopher Bruno Latour, writing of Louis Pasteur's 
famed scientific accomplishments, distinguished between Pasteur, 
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the actual historical figure, and "Pasteur," the mythical almighty 
character who has come to represent the work of other scientists 
and entire social movements, like the hygienists, who, for their 
own pragmatic reasons, embraced Pasteur with open arms. But 
anyone interested in writing the history of that period cannot just 
deploy the name "Pasteur" as an unproblematic, objective term; it 
needs to be disassembled so that its various parts can be studied in 
their own right. The story of how these disparate parts-including 
the actual Louis Pasteur-have become "Pasteur," the national 
hero of France whom we see in textbooks, is what the history of 
science, at least in its Latourian vision, should aspire to uncover. 

Now, I do not set out to write history in this book. If! did, I 
would indeed try to show the contingency and fluidity of the very 
idea of "the Internet" and attempt to trace how "the Internet" has 
come to mean what it means today. In this book, I'm interested 
in a much narrower slice of this story; namely, I want to explore 
how "the Internet" has become the impetus for many of the con
temporary solutionist initiatives while also being the blinkers that 
prevent us from seeing their shortcomings. 

In other words, I'm interested in why and how "the Internet" 
excites-and why and how it confuses. I want to understand why 
and how iTunes or Wikipedia-. some of the core mythical com
ponents of "the Internet"-have become models to think about 
the future of politics. How have Zynga and Facebook become mod
els to think about civic engagement? How have Yelp's and Ama
zon's reviews become models to think about criticism? How has 
Google become a model for thinking about business and social 
innovation-as if it had a coherent philosophy-so that books 
with titles like What Would Google Do? can become best sellers? 

The arrival of "the Internet" both boosted and vindicated 
many of the solutionist attitudes that I describe in this book. "The 
Internet" has allowed solutionists to significantly expand the scope 
of their interventions, running experiments on a much grander 
scale. It has also given rise to a new set of beliefs-what I call 
"Internet-centrism"-the chief of which is the firm conviction that 
we are living through unique, revolutionary times, in which the 
previous truths no longer hold, everything is undergoing profound 
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change, and the need to "fix things" runs as high as ever. "The In
ternet," in short, has supplied solutionists with ample ammunition 
to ratchet up their war on inefficiency, ambiguity, and disorder, 
while also providing some new justification for doing so. But it has 
also supplied them with a set of assumptions about both how the 
world works and how it should work, about how it talks and how 
it should talk, recasting many issues and debates in a decidedly 
Internet-centric manner. Internet-centrism relates to "the Internet" 
very much like scientism relates to science: its epistemology tolerates 
no dissenting viewpoints, while all recent history is just about how 
the great spirit of "the Internet" presents itself to us. 

This book, then, is an effort to liberate our technology debates 
:f~~m the mallYlmhealfhyand erroneous assumptions about "the 
Internet. ':, In this, it' sillu~h more normative than history aspires 

\',1:0 be: ~()llowing the work of Latour and Thomas Kuhn, many his
:::t?rians.'()f science have come to accept that, while the idea of "Sci
'ence" with a capital S is even more chock-full of myths than the 
idea gf "the Internet," they have made peace with this discovery, 

. ,reasoning that, as long as there are scientists who think there is this 
"Science" with a capital S out there, they are still worth studying, 

,regardleSs of whether historians of science themselves actually share 
, 'this belief. 

'Ii It's an elegant and reassuring approach, but I find it very hard 
to pursuew~~n~~inking about "the Internet" and the corrosive 
in~U(;ncet~at ~his idea is beginning to have on public discourse 

,;~dthekin~sof reform projects that are getting priority. In this 
.', sense, t(), point out the many limitations of solutionism without 

also p~inting outthe limitations of what I call "Internet-centrism" 
'would,~;?t b~very productive; without the latter, the former 
woul?n't beh~lf as p()\Verful. So before we can embark on dis
c~ssingthe ~~~rtcomingsof solutionism in areas like politics or 

'crirn~ pre,:enti0Il" it's worth getting a better grasp of the pernicious 
';intellectual influence of Internet-centrism-a task we turn to in 

'. ~T tile next chapter. Revealing Internet-centrism for what it is will 
, make debunking solutionism much less difficult. 
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